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Super-evil...and super-useful:

● Sets a persistent, unique cookie and corresponding 
database session record within the specified expiration 
interval for every site visitor.

● Works regardless of user agent  settings (e.g. cookies 
disabled, private browsing window).

● Created specifically to address the problem of tracking 
many anonymous users visiting a site from a single IP 
address (e.g. a school, corporate office).



  

Freedom isn't free...it costs $1.05:

“
Recently, online properties like Hulu, MSN and      
Flixster have been caught using a tougher version of 
the common cookie. These “supercookies” (aka "Flash 
cookies" and “zombie cookies”) serve the same purpose 
as regular cookies by tracking user preferences and 
browsing histories. Unlike their popular cousins, 
however, this breed is difficult to detect and 
subsequently remove. These cookies secretly collect 
user data beyond the limitations of common industry 
practice, and thus raise serious privacy concerns.



  

Less evil than it could be:

● Module only stores a hash of client and server-side variables.

● The standard Drupal pattern of using core's ip_address() function 
to determine visitor uniqueness is weak. Remedy: fingerprinting

● Client-side variables:

Navigator Object: The navigator object contains information 
about the browser. Note: There is no public standard that 
applies to the navigator object, but all major browsers 
support it.

Properties: appCodeName, appName, appVersion, cookieEnabled, 
language, onLine, platform, product, userAgent

● Server-side variables:

REMOTE_ADDR, REMOTE_HOST, HTTP_USER_AGENT, HTTP_ACCEPT



  

Mod settings:



  

Client-side code:



  

Server-side code:



  

Pending features:

● hook_supercookie_append() to allow dependent mods to add their 
own persistent values. Right now only $_supercookie->scid is 
stored...great for a FK value, but you've got your own great 
stuff to persist too.

● Setting to store full blob of collected user data to an archive 
table.

EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY; ALWAYS USE YOUR POWERS FOR GOOD. 
THE MARKETING DEPARTMENT IS NOT GOOD. UNLESS THEY HAVE LONG 
DARK HAIR AND TALK SWEETLY TO YOU.

● Collect other data that Electronic Frontier Foundation has 
identified: http://panopticlick.eff.org  (fonts, more geo stuff, 
etc.)

● Your ideas?? Queue them up!

http://panopticlick.eff.org/


  

Obligatory captive audience slide:

Socha Dev (sochadev.com) is 
hiring!!! You totally want to 
work here!!! Email 
mow.nate@sochadev.com and he'll 
tell you why.

Discovery Education (one of our 
clients) is hiring. Ideal 
candidate knows some Coldfusion 
and really wants to transition 
in to D7 development.

Tip Corey because he's so 
rad!!!

mailto:mow.nate@sochadev.com

